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INTRODUCTION

Sensing of fluoride in real samples as well as samples
dissolved in water has been a challenge and designing of fluor-
ogenic and chromogenic sensors have ever since gained intense
attraction because of their fast response time, sensitivity, anion
specific response and their ease of usage [1-6]. Apart from the
fluorometric measurement, naked-eye change of colour has
been advantageous for instant detection of fluoride ion. With
the help of such probes, analytes can be visualized and moni-
tored quantitatively in living cells microscopically. Initial
research was typically based on molecular recognition and
host-guest interaction [7]. Naturally, these probes operated in
a reversible manner. With time, self-immolated fluorescent
probes have been designed for better detection, both qualita-
tively and quantitatively [8,9]. Inspired from anion binding
proteins found in nature, hydrogen-bonded bases like amide,
urea, indole, pyrrole, guanidium, etc., fluorescent probes have
been synthesized that essentially bind fluoride through hydrogen
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bonding [10-16]. Since the basic principles lies in the deproto-
nation of amide hydrogen of amide linkage, cleavage of silicon-
oxygen bond or B-F-B bonds, fluoride stands as the most suitable
anion due to its small size and extraordinary electronegativity.
Moreover, due to the high electronegativity of fluorine, it can
delocalize π-electron density thereby forming strong hydrogen
bonds which ultimately lead to the snapping of Si-O bond or
deprotonation of N-H group of amide or hydroxyl group. All
these factors result in the fluorometric and colourimetric detec-
tion and quantification of fluoride ions [17-24]. The binding
fluoride ion lead to the origin of new emission peaks at a non-
interfering wavelength which results in unambiguous detection
as well as quantitative detection of fluoride ion [25]. Internal
charge transfer (ICT) [26], photo-induced electron transfer (PET)
[27], excited state intramolecular proton transfer (ESIPT) [28],
are some of the predominant mechanisms used for chromogenic
and fluorogenic chemo-sensors. Apart from these, excimer/
exciplex emission [29], enhancement/quenching of lumine-
scence [30] upon fluoride attachment as well as amplification
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of signal upon exciton-migration [31,32] are also popular
mechanisms. Since fluoride is beneficial for healthy bone and
teeth and at the same time detrimental if acquired in excess,
detection of fluoride both qualitatively as well as quantitatively
is of paramount importance [23]. In this review, we provide a
compilation of various probes reported and critically analyze
the advantages and disadvantages of these probes. Moreover,
the principles of fluoride ion detection, designing strategies of
sensors and their application in real and greener solvents have
been discussed, which will be beneficial for further research
in this field.

A fluorescein-based Probe 1 principally consisting of a
boronic acid group has been reported by Yoon et al. [34] which
acts as a chemosensor for fluoride ion via fluorometric method
showing an intense green emission in acetonitrile-methanol
(9:1, v/v) (Fig. 1). When excited at 483 nm, Probe 1 depicted
a selective fluorescence “turn-on” behaviour for fluoride ion
selectivity among other anions. The Cl– ion showed minimum
fluorescence enhancement with Probe 1, which was negligible
compared to F– ion. F– ion selective concentration dependent
fluorescence titration experiment has been performed by using
1, 10, 50, 100, 250, 500, 750 equivalent of F– with Probe1 (3
µM). The association constant has been investigated as 9.2 ×
1010 M-3 from the fluorescence titration experiment. The mech-
anism may be best described by the blocking of PET mechanism
through hydrogen bonding of the phenolic-H with F– ion as
well as with benzylic amine, thereby enhancing the fluorescence.

Song et al. [35] have introduced amino coumarin based
Probe 2 for selective F– ion sensing with red light emission at
pH 7.4, having 30% MeCN (v/v), buffered with HEPES (Fig.
2). Probe 2 showed an absorption band with λmax at 492 nm
with brown colour in naked eye. When fluoride is added, the
λmax was found to be blue-shifted at 473 nm with concomitant
colour change from brown to light brownish yellow. Probe 2
does not show any emission in absence of fluoride ion, but shows
an intense red coloured emission at 616 nm indicating the pres-
ence of fluoride ion. From the fluorescence titration spectra
detection limit has been calculated and it has been found as
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Fig. 2. A proposed mechanism for sensing F– by Probe 2

5.4 × 10–6 M. From the time dependent fluorescence study, it
was found that after 10 min, saturation has achieved for Probe
2-F− system. They have found a 3-fold emission enhancement
after the addition of 0.01 mM F– towards Probe 2 (10 µM),
which makes Probe 2 as a successive tool for F– ion detection.
Interferences study has been performed using Cl–, Br–, I–, CN–,
NO3

–, HSO4
–, AcO–, ClO4

–, SCN–, N3
–, CO3

2–, cys, SO4
2–, BSA

and GSH with Probe 2 in presence of fluoride ion, proving
that Probe 2 is applicable of detecting F– ion selectively among
other competitive anions as well as other biological analytes.
The cleavage of silicon-oxygen bond of Probe 2 and consequent
cyclization imparting more rigidity in presence of fluoride ion
may be regarded as responsible for the emission generated by
Probe 2. Probe 2 shows a stokes shift of 143 nm (λmaxabs =
492 nm, λmaxem = 616 nm) at pH 7.4, having 30% MeCN
(v/v), buffered with HEPES, which is very much desirable for
fluorescence microscopy studies. Fluorescence microscopy
experiments has been performed and proved the selectivity
and specificity of Probe 2 for the identification of F– in living
HaCaT cells.

Talukdar et al. [36] developed a fluoride selective colouri-
metric and fluorescent sensors Probe 3 (Fig. 3) had no charact-
eristic absorption in the range 300-700 nm in DMSO, but when
300 equivalents of tetrabutylammonium fluoride (TBAF) was
added to a 10 µM solution of Probe 3 depicted a strong yellow
colour, which is easily observed through naked eye. Probe 3
exhibited a strong emission at λem = 523 nm when excited at
λex = 460 nm upon addition of fluoride ion (TBAF = 0, 0.5,
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Fig. 1. A proposed mechanism for sensing F– by Probe 1
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1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5 mM), thereby emitting a bright green
colour. Reaction kinetics has proved the reaction to be of pseudo-
first order having a rate constant k = 0.28 min–1 and a half-life
(t1/2) of 2.41 min. The entire sensing process took ~7 min to
reach completion. Probe 3 develops yellow colour through
naked eye towards F– ions and green emission colour in presence
of fluoride ion under an UV-lamp. So, Probe 3 is capable of
being used successfully used for colourimetric and fluorometric
detection of F– in DMSO. The limit of detection for F– by
Probe 3 as obtained from the experiment was 1.03 µM (19.6
ppb) much lower than 4 ppm, which is the permissible limit
of F– in drinking water as stated by the USEPA [36]. It may be
mentioned here that interferences study of Probe 3 showed
selectivity towards fluoride ions among other anions (Cl–, Br–,
I–, ClO4

–, NO3
–, PF6

–, HSO4
–, OAc– and SO4

2–) as well as other
analytes (H2O2, cys and GSH) with λem = 523 nm when excited
at λex = 460 nm. The mechanism of sensing was based on the
cleavage of the silicon-oxygen bond of Probe 3, which is
originally non-fluorescent. When treated with fluoride ion, it
undergoes cleavage to form phthalide with consequent release
of carboxy-fluorescein based fluorophore, which is the origin
of yellow colour.

Zhang et al. [37] has reported a new chemodosimeter,
Probe 4 (Fig. 4) based on benzothiazoliumhemicyanine for
selective fluorometric and colourimetric sensing of F– in ethanol/
water (30:70, v/v) solution buffered with PBS (phosphate
buffer saline) (20 mM) at pH 7.4. Under this condition, Probe
4 showed one absorption band at 407 nm, which is essentially
colourless, but underwent a 110 nm red-shift with the addition
of fluoride ion with an isosbestic point at 442 nm accompanied
by a naked eye colour change from slight yellow to orange.
Hence, Probe 4 may be considered as useful for the identifi-
cation of fluoride ion via “naked-eye” colour change. In the
fluorescence emission spectrum λem (max) is observed at 500
nm when fluoride ion was absent, while in presence of fluoride
ion, it gives a blue emission. After the addition of incremental
concentrations of F– (0, 0.5, 2, 4, 6, 10, 13, 16, 20, 24, 28, 36,
40, 50, 60 mM) with Probe 4 (5 µM), λem is red-shifted to 558
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Fig. 4. A proposed mechanism for sensing F– by Probe 4

nm through an iso-emission point (539 nm) resulting in the
colour change from blue to green. Time dependent study has
been performed and all the emission and absorption spectra
were taken after 50 min. The limit of detection for F– by Probe
4 has been ascribed as 0.08 mM. It was found that fluoride ion
detected by Probe 4 was independent of interference by other
competitive ions like Cl–, CO3

2–, Br–, I–, SO4
2–, SCN–, NO3

–, N3
–

as well as other biomolecules like cysteine (cys), glutathione
(GSH), bovine serum albumin (BSA) and human serum albumin
(HSA). It has been found that no anions or biomolecules showed
any interference for the selective detection of F–. This selective
study is based on ICT-mechanism involving fluoride ion and
benzothiazolium hemicyanine dye (as fluorophore) and the
mechanism is principally based on the desilylation of Probe 4.

Ahn et al. [28] reported coumarin based red light emitting
fluorescent Probe 5 (Fig. 5) for detecting the fluoride ion
selectively in 20% MeCN containing 10 mM HEPES buffer
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Fig. 3. A proposed mechanism for sensing F– by Probe 3
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Fig. 5. A proposed mechanism for sensing F– by Probe 5

at pH 7.4. Probe 5 showed absorption maximum at 460 nm,
which has been taken as excitation wavelength for fluorescence
studies. Addition of F–, produces no changes to absorbance of
Probe 5 and has very weak emission at 595 nm. Upon gradual
addition of fluoride, more and more iminocoumarin was prod-
uced leading to the emission of more intense red light. With
incremental concentration of fluoride ion (0-20 mM) towards
Probe 5 (20 µM), the λem at 595 nm increased. From the time
dependent study, it has been found that after 60 min saturation
was achieved for emission study. Studies involving interference
of other anions have been investigated that other anions such as
Cl–, I–, CN–, Br–, HSO4

–, NO3
–, PF6

–, ClO4
–, SCN–, CH3COO–,

N3
– and cysteine with Probe 5 (20 µM) the Si-O bond cleavage

in presence of fluoride ion was not interfered by the above
mentioned competing anions, even when the concentration of
the anions were 10-fold higher than F–. The highly selective
fluoride ion detection was due to the fluoride-mediated desily-
lation process to produce red light emitting iminocoumarin,
which can be showed under UV lamp. The limit of detection
F– by Probe 5 has been estimated to be below 4 ppm, which is
the permitted limit of fluoride ion in drinking water as set by
USEPA. They have successfully monitored fluoride ions distri-
bution in the three different parts of zebrafish (head, abdomen
and tail parts) depending on the duration of incubation of the
probe and fluoride with Probe 5 (20 µM and 5 mM).

Wang et al. [39] have reported sugar-based probe BBTGA
(Fig. 6) as fluoride selective fluorescent sensor in (DMSO 0.5%,
pH = 7.4) based on desilylation process. The sugar part has
been introduced to improve the water solubility of probe BBTGA.
BBTGA has very weak fluorescence, but its emission intensity
has been increased by 3-fold after an incubation period of 4 h in
10 mM PBS in DMSO (0.5%) at pH = 7.4 and 5-fold after 10 h.
Upon adding 0.1 M NaF to BBTGA in 10 mM PBS containing
0.5% DMSO at biological pH led to increase the fluorescent
intensity 30 folds in 10 min at 508 nm with a green emission
light. Fluorescence titration experiment has been performed
by adding increasing concentration of fluoride ion (0, 0.1, 0.2,
0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1 mM) with BBTGA (10 µM).
All the emission spectra were recorded after incubation time
5 min for BBTGA and F–. BBTGA can selectively identify F–

among other competing anions by adding 0.1 M I–, Br–, Cl–,
F–, H2PO4

–, NO2
–, NO3

–, N3
–, AcO– and SO4

2– (total concentra-
tion 50 mM) to its solution in 10 mM PBS in 0.5%, DMSO at
pH = 7.4. The selective green turn-on fluorescence of BBTGA
in presence of F– was achieved due to the desilylation reaction
in aqueous medium. To monitor the sensitivity of BBTGA
towards F– ions, living cell imaging study has been done by
using KB human carcinoma cell lines. This probe BBTGA has
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Fig. 6. A proposed mechanism for sensing F– by BBTGA

proved its utility as novel fluorescence sensor by some excellent
properties such as excellent interference free detection of F–

ions and fast reaction rate, in presence of other competing anions
and non-cytotoxic to mammalian cells, which is essential for
cellular imaging.

Misra et al. [40] designed and synthesized triarylborane
substituted naphthalimide based Probe 6 (Fig. 7) for selective
detection of F– by the Sonogashira cross-coupling reaction in
THF solvent. Probe 6 can selectively detect F– and CN– ions
in the presence of myriad competing anions like NO2

–, Cl–, I–,
Br–, etc. by turn-off method. Upon addition of increasing concen-
tration of fluoride ion, the absorption bands at 378 and 398
nm gradually decreases with concomitant emergence of a new
band at 427 nm through two isosbestic points at 304 and 407
nm, respectively. Probe 6 (10.66 µM) has significant emission
intensity at 423 nm with blue emission light. With incremental
concentration of fluoride ions to Probe 6 in THF, the intensity
of emission Probe 6 at 423 nm decreased gradually and under-
went a red-shift towards 501 nm with emission intensity quen-
ching. The selective turn-off detection of fluoride ion by Probe
6 has been based on the binding of F– towards boron centre in
Probe 6. The sensing mechanism of F– and CN– ions by Probe
6 has been observed by performing DFT calculations. The
theoretical calculations were in tune with the experimental
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findings. The computation of energy levels showed that the
energy gap between the HOMO and LUMO decreased
considerably upon binding with fluoride and cyanide, thereby
red-shifting of absorption maxima of triarylborane substituted
napthalimide Probe 6.

Talukdar et al. [41] have reported Probe 7 (Fig. 8) for
selective detection of F– via green fluorescence in ethanol-
HEPES buffer (10 mM, pH = 7.4) solution taken in 9:1 ratio,
which displayed a strong absorption centred at λmax = 399 nm
having a molar extinction coefficient value, ε = 12 190 M–1

cm–1. After addition of fluoride ion towards Probe 7, a selective
yellow colour was produced, which may be due to the forma-
tion of amine derivative of Probe 7 after the addition of F–.
Probe 7 displayed negligible fluorescence intensity as well as
a low quantum yield at 535 nm. After the addition of 0-3.5
mM of TBAF to Probe 7 (10 µM) in 10 mM EtOH–HEPES
buffer (pH = 7.4) taken in 9:1 (v/v) ratio, the fluorescence
intensity at λ = 535 nm (λex = 460 nm) increased till 60 min.
Interferences study of Probe 7 (10 µM) was carried out for F–

in the presence of many competing anions e.g. NO3
–, Cl–, Br–,

I–, ClO4
–, PF6

–, OAc–, HSO4
– and SO4

2– (2 mM) in presence
with F– (2 mM). It has been found that in presence of all comp-
eting anions, Probe 7 can selectively and effectively detect F–.
Colourless to yellow change of colour was visible through
naked eye only in the presence of the F– ion and other anions
failed to provide any colour changes. Fluorescence micro-
scopic technique was successfully applied for live-cell imaging
using the with the A549 (human lung carcinoma) cell line,
which proved the cell permeability of Probe 7 and its capability
to detect intracellular F– ions.
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Fig. 8. A proposed mechanism for sensing F– by Probe 7

Misra et al. [42] reported BODIPY 4 (Fig. 9) based colou-
rimetric and fluorescent sensors for fluoride anion detection
in THF medium. The triarylborane based BODIPY can serve
as highly sensitive ‘naked eye’ marker for fluoride ions with
the colour changing from orange to pink. Selectivity of fluoride
over other anions by BODIPY 4 has been monitored by perfor-
ming fluorescence titration using BODIPY 4 against other
competing anions i.e. I–, Cl–, Br– and NO3

–. It was found that
BODIPY 4 can selectively detect fluoride ion while it does
not respond to other anions like Cl–, I–, Br– and NO3

–. The
absor-ption spectra of BODIPY 4 (10 µM) shows the significant
changes with different concentrations of fluoride ions (0, 0.1,
0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0 equiv.); causes significant
colour changes from orange to pink through naked eye, (a) the
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Fig. 9. A proposed mechanism for sensing F– by BODIPY 4

band at 300-430 nm decreases gradually and (b) the absorption
band at 547 nm experiences a blue shift of 15 nm with its inten-
sity increasing gradually. The probable reaction mechanism
of this type of absorption changes is thought to be due to the
binding of fluoride ion to the trivalent boron species of BODIPY
4 to give rise to a tetrahedral species, which decreases the degree
of π-extended structure of BODIPY 4. Job’s plot was perfor-
med at 427 nm by absorption study and a 1:1 stoichiometry
between BODIPY 4 and fluoride ions have been found. The
calculated binding constant has been investigated as 2.41 ×
104 M–1 for complex formation between BODIPY 4 and F–.
Incremental concentration of F– ion (0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5,
0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0 equiv.) to the solution of BODIPY 4 (10
µM) in THF, leads to decrease in emission intensity at 566 nm
accompanied by a colour change from yellow to green under
UV light.

Talukdar et al. [43] designed and synthesized a resorufin
based colourimetric and fluorescent sensor Probe 8 (Fig. 10),
which is found to be highly selective for fluoride ion in THF
medium. Probe 8 has strong absorption bands at λ = 347 and
437 nm and was totally non-fuorescent in THF. After addition
of 0.5 mM TBAF to Probe 8 (10 µM) in THF, the peaks obtained
from absorption spectra at λ = 347 and 437 nm, which decre-
ased gradually with newly emerging absorption peaks at λ =
550, 573 and 591 nm with a strong pink colour through naked
eye. These new absorption peaks are attributed to the liberated
‘free resorufin derivative’ and release of the fluoro-phore was
observed to be completed after 5 min. Absorption titration
experiment has been performed where the signals correspond
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Fig. 10. A proposed mechanism for sensing F– by Probe 8
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to Probe 8 (at λ = 347 and 437 nm) were disappeared and
signals corresponding to resorufin (at λ = 550, 573 and 591
nm) appeared. Emission titration experiment was also condu-
cted by using Probe 8 (10 µM) with addition of 0-0.7 mM F–

ion in THF (λex = 550 nm, λem = 595 nm) and all spectra were
recorded in after10 min of mixing. After addition of F– towards
Probe 8 in THF, red emission colour was developed. In terms
of the selectivity of Probe 8, various interfering anions were
tested in 0.5 mM of Cl–, Br–, I–, PF6

–, ClO4
–, NO3

–, SO4
2–, HSO4

–,
OAc–, Na2S, H2O2, cys and GSH for a span of 10 min at room
temperature. None of these interfering analytes showed any
significant enhancement in the emission wavelength or intensity.
The detection limit has been investigated as 60 nM (1.15 ppb).
For fluoride, Probe 8 gives strong pink fluorescence and for
other analytes no fluorescence was observed. The mechanism
of sensing was based on fluoride anion triggered of silicon-
oxygen bond cleavage in Probe 8 and production of resorufin.

Swager & Kim [31] introduced a new system Probe 9
(Fig. 11) with an objective of fluoride ion detection based on
fluoride triggered Si-O bond cleavage and cyclization reaction,
which was found to amplify the signal within a semiconducting
organic polymer and the mechanism is believed to have been
caused by exciton migration. In comparison to previously
reported semiconductive-polymer sensor strategies that depend
on the variations in emission intensity, Probe 9 tracks a new
fluorescence signal observed at 450 nm. The cyclization reac-
tion between Probe 9 and fluoride ion is irreversible and gove-
rned by the reaction kinetics. The fluorescence monitored the
cyclization kinetics of Probe 9 in THF concluded that it was
of first-order and was independent of the concentration of
fluoride ion and also relatively slow reaction takes place as
the rate constant value was 2 × 10–4 s–1. The rate constants did
not vary with the addition of fluoride ion in the range 0.5 to 3
molar ratio relative to Probe 9 (3.2 µM). They have found
that the silyl cleavage occurred rapidly while the cyclization
was the slow step. In the fluorescence titration experiment, it
has been found that there was an enhancement in the rate when
a 10-fold excess of fluoride ion was added and a saturation of
the emission intensity was observed after 2 h. Additional ionic
associations helped acceleration of rate at the high fluoride
concentrations.

Hong et al. [44] developed a coumarin based fluoride ion
sensor TBPCA (Fig. 12) in HEPES buffer. With an objective
to improve the water solubility and cell permeability of sensor,
the hydrophilic moieties were introduced using a methyl ester
group to 4-acetic acid on the fluorescent coumarin moiety.
With addition of all competing anions i.e. Cl–, Br–, I–, NO3

–,
AcO–, N3

–, H2PO4
–; only F– was able to enhance the emission
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Fig. 12. A proposed mechanism for sensing F– by TBPCA

of TBPCA. The emission saturation was observed after 4 h of
addition of 1 mM of NaF in HEPES buffer to 2 µM solution of
TBPCA. Fluorescence titration experiment has been done with
addition of 0-1.3 mM of F– to TBPCA (2 µM). From the fluore-
scence titration experiment, emission at 461 nm was taken and
linearity was achieved against concentration of F– to TBPCA.
The advantage of the calibration graph at 461 nm is that quanti-
tative estimation of NaF, obtained from any sample can be easily
plotted and determined. The interference study of TBPCA for
F– has been performed in presence of various competing anions
(1 mM) such as Cl–, Br–, I–, N3

–, AcO–, NO3
–, H2PO4

–, etc. The
mechanism for specific ion based turn-on fluorescence of
TBPCA in presence of NaF may be due to the ICT mechanism
and Si-O bond cleavage upon the attack of fluoride ion on the
silyl ether moiety.

Hudnall & Gabbai [45] described an unique approach for
the fluorescent sensing by ‘turn-on’ mechanism for F– ions in
CHCl3 based on bond cleavage of [1–DMAP]+ and formation of
brightly fluorescent 1–F. In this, BODIPY boronium cation ([1-
DMAP]+)  (Fig. 13) was treated with fluoride ion was converted
to a neutral BODIPY dye (1–F). The neutral BODIPY dye (1–F)
was highly fluorescent with emission colour of green. Inter-
ferences study has been done in presence of other anions like
Cl–, I–, Br– and it was found there were no any significant emis-
sion enhancement from other anions. After addition of 1 equiv.
of TBAF, the fluorescence intensity has increased by a factor
of 500% and the emission colour can be easily observed with
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naked eye.  In presence of iodide ions, the cationic p-dimethyl-
aminopyridine adduct of 1,3,5,7,8-pentamethylpyrromethene-
boron fluoride [1–DMAP]+ reacts with fluoride ions to produce
the corresponding brightly fluorescent 1–F.

Manez et al. [46] used a silica matrix to impregnate the
Probe 10 (Fig. 14) to detect the presence of fluoride ion in
real samples. The solvent used was acetonitrile-water (7:3, v/v)
buffered with 0.1 M potassium hydrogen phthalate and HCl,
maintaining a pH of 2.5. Probe 10 gives pink colour which
can be seen by naked eye, which makes this probe as an exce-
llent colourimetric tool for fluoride anion. Large surface area
(ca. 1000 m2 g-1) of the probe allows a high degree of function-
alization which, in turn, will be translated to a higher response
of the final solid. At the same time, the MCM-41 silica porous
system may provide proper protection for the signalling
molecules. Probe 10 can develop a significant pink colour in
presence of 0.5 × 10–6 M fluoride. In order to support their
approach, they have successfully applied their method for the
quantitative determination of fluoride in the commercial
toothpaste and a very good correlation with the claimed concen-
tration has been found.

SiO

O

O

NH

SO2

O

O N(Et)2(Et)2N

SO3

Probe 10
Fig. 14. Structure of Probe 10

Bermejo et al. [47] introduced Probe 11, which possesses
two thiourea-containing unsaturated side chains connected to

a central pyridine ring (Fig. 15) and enabled the naked-eye
detection of fluoride ions without any particular chromophore
in acetonitrile. The interference study of Probe 11 (10 µM)
with several anions i.e. Cl–, Br–, I–, AcO–, HSO4

– have been
studied by the spectrophotometric titrations in acetonitrile by
addition of a tetraalkylammonium salt of the competing anions
to a solution of Probe 11. It has been showed that addition of
F– salt resulted in decreasing the peak at 324 nm with the emer-
gence of a new band at 412 nm. In the absorbance titration, it
has been showed that with the addition of different concentra-
tions of F– to Probe 11, the absorbance band at 412 nm increased
gradually. The presence of an isosbestic point at 345 nm proved
the presence of two species at equilibrium: Probe 11 and a
Probe 11-F– adduct. The interaction of the thiourea-hydrogen
atoms with the fluoride ion enhanced the π-delocalization and
shifted the π–π* transition from the UV to the visible region
and produced yellow colour. Enhanced π-delocalization on
the organic backbone was expected to reduce the energy of
the π–π* transition. As a result, the absorption band was shifted
from the UV to the visible region and a yellow colour appeared.
The visual aspects of fluoride ion recognition and sensing by
Probe 11 have been monitored by using a 10–4 M solution of
Probe 11 in MeCN. Addition of one equivalent of F– ions to
Probe 11 (10 µM) induced the appearance of a bright yellow
colour while the addition of 10 equiv. of the other competing
anions i.e. Cl–, Br–, AcO–, I–, HSO4

– did not induce any notable
colour development.

Sessler et al. [48] developed dipyrrole systems (Probes
12 and 13) (Fig. 16) for F– ion detection using UV-visible
absorption methods in dichloromethane and DMSO solvents.
Probe 13 has developed fluoride anion-induced dramatic colour
change from yellow to purple. In both solvents, the colour
changes were reversed upon addition of water. This was due
to the water molecule which competes for F– at the pyrrolic-
NH donating sites through hydrogen bonding. The unique
sensitivity of Probe 13 compared to Probe 12 was may be due
to the greater electron deficiency of the mononitro derivative
(Probe 13) lead to an increase in its hydrogen bond-donating
character. The diketone-2 derivative of Probe 13 have relatively
large extinction coefficient but did not fluorescence. Diketone-2
was brightly coloured in dichloromethane solution and like
Probe 12, undergoes a naked-eye colour changes from yellow-
green to orange, in presence of F–. The binding constant of
Probes 12 and 13 for F– was investigated using fluorescence

S N
H

N
N

N
N
H

S

NH HN
N
H

N N
N

S NH

N

SHN

H F H

F–

Probe 11

Fig. 15. A proposed mechanism for sensing F– by Probe 11
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quenching data at 490 and 600 nm, respectively. It has been
found that the binding constant of Probes 12 and 13 for F– was
18200 M–1 and 118000 M–1, respectively. The sensing mechan-
ism was due to the presence of two pyrrole −NH groups in
Probes 12 and 13 that functioned as anion binding sites and a
built-in quinoxaline ring that served as a colourimetric reporter.

Tamao et al. [49] also reported a new type of trianthryl-
fluorosilane based sensor Probe 14 (Fig. 17) with a remarkable
changes in the UV-visible absorption and fluorescence spectra
in the presence of TBAF in THF solution. Probe 14 showed
absorption maximum at 401 nm. In the UV-visible absorption
titration spectra, with the addition of increasing concentration
of TBAF (0, 6.9, 14, 21, 27, 34, 41, 51, 62 µM) to Probe 14
(40 µM), new bands appears at about 9 nm shorter wavelengths
relative to Probe 14 at 392 nm, along with the disappearance
of the absorption bands of Probe 14. Fluorescence titration
experiment has also been investigated adding increasing concen-
tration of TBAF (0, 1.7, 3.4, 5.1, 6.9, 8.6, 10, 12 µM) to Probe
14 (0.2 µM). In the fluorescence titration spectra, the emission
intensity was significantly increased with about 20 nm hypso-
chromic shifts of the emission maxima from 416 nm to 396 nm.
The “off-on– behaviour of anthryl fluorophore was controlled
on the basis of coordination number of the silicon atom. In the
interferences study, when other competing anionic species such
as Cl–, Br–, I–, ClO4

– and BF4
– as their n-Bu4N+ salts were added

to the silane Probe 14, no changes were observed both in the
UV-visible absorption and fluorescence spectra. The sensing
mechanism was the decrease in the degree of through-space
interaction between the anthryl groups by the structural change
from tetrahedral Probe 14 to trigonal bipyramidal Probe 14-F,
as observed in the crystal structures.

Gabbai et al. [50] also developed another new fluorescent
sensor Probe 15 based on 9-anthryltriphenylstibonium cation
(Fig. 18) for fluoride anion in aqueous DMSO solution. Probe
15 was found to be meagrely fluorescent, with an emission
band at 427 nm which is essentially anthryl-based. Conversion
of [Probe 15]OTf into Probe 15-F by addition of TBAF resul-
ting in a blue shift of the absorption band that was principally
anthryl-based, accompanied by a drastic increase in the fluore-
scence intensity of the anthryl fluorophore. Up to pH 5, [Probe
15]OTf exists as the free cation as justified by UV-vis spectro-
scopy. Above this pH, a distinct blue shift in the UV-Vis spectrum
was observed, suggesting a binding of hydroxide anion to the
antimony center. All these studies indicated that Probe 15-
OTf served as an efficient fluoride anion sensor, predominantly
at slightly acidic pH. Emission titration experiment has been
carried out in 9:1 (v/v) H2O/DMSO (CTAB, 10 mM) at pH 4.8
(pyridine buffer, 10 mM) indicated that [Probe 15]OTf binds
fluoride anion with a binding constant of 12000 ± 1100 M–1,
which can be used for the detection of fluoride in ppm. Inter-
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N N
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R1 R2

N N

N
H

N
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N N

HNNR3
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Probe 12: R1 = R2 = R3 = H
Probe 13: R1 = R3 = H; R2 = NO2

Fig. 16. A proposed mechanism for sensing F– by Probe 13
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Fig. 17. A proposed mechanism for sensing F– by Probe 14
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Probe 15

Fig. 18. A proposed mechanism for sensing F– by Probe 15

ference study was performed in presence of other anions such
as Cl–, I–, Br–, NO3

–, HCO3
–, N3

– and HSO4
– and found no inter-

ferences. They have performed fluoride ion sensitivity test by
tap water as sample and bottled water. The fluorescence turn-
on response was observed with the naked eye within 1 min for
concentrations of at least 1 ppm.

Akkaya et al. [51] developed colourimetric and fluoro-
metric sensors based on BODIPY (Probes 16 and 17) for
fluoride in acetonitrile solution (Fig. 19). Probe 16 has the
absorption maximum at 498 nm. In the absorption titration
experiment, with the addition of increasing concentration of
fluoride ions (0, 0.025, 0.05, 0.075, 0.1, 0.125, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25,
0.375, 0.5 mM) in the form of a tetrabutylammonium salt to
solution of Probe 16 (5 µM), resulted changes of 10 nm blue
shift to the absorption spectrum. In the emission titration of
Probe 16 (5 µM), the emission at 506 nm was quenched by a
factor of 20 in the presence of increasing concentration of
fluoride ions (0, 0.025, 0.05, 0.075, 0.1, 0.125 0.15, 0.2, 0.25,
0.375, 0.5 mM). In the absorption titration experiment, Probe

17 (5 µM) showed a large bathochromic shift on addition of
increasing concentration of fluoride ions (0, 0.025, 0.05, 0.075,
0.1, 0.125 0.15, 0.2, 0.25 mM). The absorption peak at 560 nm
gradually decreased and a new peak at 682 nm emerged with
an isosbestic point at 581 nm. Red shift of 120 nm in absorption
was a remarkable change in solution and corresponds to a colour
change from purple to green. In the emission titration spectrum
of Probe 17 (5 µM), the emission was quenched in the presence
of increasing concentration of fluoride ions (0, 0.025, 0.05,
0.075, 0.1, 0.125 0.15, 0.2, 0.25 mM). Probes 16 and 17 can
selectively detect F– which has been visualized by the naked
eye colour and emission colour under UV lamp. All the spectra
were recorded for Probes 16 and 17 with F– after few seconds
and 5 min of mixing respectively. Interference study has been
performed for Probe 16 (5 µM) and Probe 17 (5 µM) in presence
of F– with other competitive anions i.e. Cl–, I–, Br–, CN–, AcO–,
NO3

–, H2PO4
–, HSO4

– (0.5 mM and 0.25 mM, respectively)
and it was found that no any anions gave any interference
during the detection of F–. The plausible mechanism for the
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Fig. 19. A proposed mechanism for sensing F– by Probe 16 and Probe 17
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unique sensitivity was due to the silicon-oxygen bond cleavage
facilitated by fluoride anions and generated strong intramole-
cular charge transfer (ICT) from donor phenoxide ion in comp-
lete conjugation with BODIPY dye and resulted in a significant
red shift in the absorbance spectra.

Lee et al. [52] developed a tris(N-salicylideneamine)-
derived ‘turn-on’ fluorescent sensor (Probe 18, Fig. 20) for
fluoride anion through covalently triggered conformational
switching mechanism in dichloromethane solvent. A cleavable
silyl-ether groups was introduced to a dynamic fluorophore
system for structural unfolding and fluorescence quenching.
After the addition of increasing concentration of fluoride ion,
desilylation process was occurred which triggered spontaneous
structural folding and the recovery of an intense blue emission
originating from a planar conjugated tris(N-salicylideneaniline)
motif. In CH2Cl2, Probe 19 displays intense visible absorptions
at 420 and 440 nm. Upon excitation at 340 nm, Probe 19 emits
at 458 nm which reflects the rigid molecular structure. The
mechanism of fluorescence turn-on in this system was based

exclusively on the Si-O bond cleavage reactions of Probe 18.
The interferences study of Probe 18 (5 µM) for F– against Cl–,
CN–, Br–, I–, ClO4

–, SCN–, NO3
–, HSO4

–, PF6
– and H2PO4

– anions
(50 µM) has been investigated. Only F– among the competing
anions generated measurable increase in the fluorescence signal,
whereas Cl–, CN–, Br–, I–, SCN–, HSO4

–, NO3
–, PF6

–, ClO4
– and

H2PO4
– had no effect under similar conditions.

Kim & Hong [53] reported dosimeter based on resorufin
(Probe 20, Fig. 21) for selective fluoride anion detection via
colourimetric and fluorometric method in 1:1 (v/v) acetonitrile-
water as well as in acetonitrile. With the addition of F– in different
concentrations induced decrease in the absorption maximum
of Probe 20 at 20 µM at 445 nm and increase at 586 nm in
acetonitrile with naked-eye colour change from pale yellow
to pink. Other anions did not cause any change in absorption
spectra as well as in naked eye colour. Probe 20 depicted an
eye-catching change in UV-vis absorption and fluorescence
emission by fluoride addition as compared to other anions in
acetonitrile as well as in acetonitrile-water mixture (1:1, v/v).
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Fig. 20. A proposed mechanism for sensing F– by Probe 18
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Fluorescence emission titration experiment of Probe 20 (5
µM) with increasing concentration of F– at 591 nm (λex = 550
nm) has been examined in acetonitrile. In presence of F– in
different concentrations, the emission intensity of Probe 20
increased by 500-folds at 591 nm and saturated at 1400 equiv-
alents of F–. Over time, the colour changed from pale yellow
to pink. Upon addition of TBAF (5 mM) to Probe 20 (5 µM)
also depicted a large enhancement of emission in 1:1 MeCN/
H2O solution. The possible mechanism for such remarkable
colour change and enhancement in emission was attributed to
fluoride induced silicon-oxygen bond cleavage that resulted
in the formation of a highly fluorescent resorufin.

To summarize, this review describes various colourimetric
and fluorometric sensors for fluoride ions in aqueous medium
as well as mixed solvents. Some important characteristics of
these sensors are mentioned in Table-1. The remarkable para-
meters like working solvent system, limit of detection, wave
length changes with naked-eye colour and emission colour
changes and their application in real samples and cell imaging
are also summarized.

Since in the ratiometric approach, the wavelength is
generated at a different wavelength hence this method is also
useful in the unambiguous determination of fluoride ion.
Hence, the ratiometric approach is extremely popular among

TABLE-1 
COMPARISON OF IMPORTANT FEATURES OF REPORTED FLUORIDE ION SENSORS 

Probe End point Solvent 
Detection 

time 
Detection 

limit Mechanism Applications Ref. 

Probe 1 Fluorometric changes 
from light green to bright 
green  

Acetonitrile-MeOH 
(9:1, v/v)  

n.d. n.d. Inhibition of PET process 
and hydrogen bonding  

– [34] 

Probe 2 Fluorometric changes 
from light green to bright 
green and colorimetrically 
from brown to brownish 
yellow  

HEPES buffer (pH = 
7.4, containing 30% 
CH3CN, v/v)  

10 min 5.4 × 10–6 
M 

F-triggered Si–O bond 
cleavage Probe 2 and a 
subsequent rigidizing, 
cyclization reaction  

Living HaCaT 
cells  

[35] 

Probe 3 Fluorometric changes 
from light green to bright 
green and colorimetrically  

DMSO  7 min 1.03 µM 
(19.6 ppb) 

Cleavage of the Si–O bond 
of Probe 3 and release of 
carboxy fluorescein-based 
fluorophor  

Living cells 
(HeLa cells)  

[36] 

Probe 4 Fluorometric changes 
from slight yellow to 
orange and 
colorimetrically from blue 
to green  

Ethanol and water 
(3:7, v/v) solution 
containing phosphate 
buffered saline 
(PBS) (20 mM, pH 
7.4)  

50 min 0.08 mM ICT-mechanism between 
Probe 4 and F-and the 
cleavage of Si-O bond in 
Probe 4  

RAW 264.7 
macrophage 
living cells  

[37] 

Probe 5 Fluorometric changes 
from colorless to bright 
red  

HEPES buffer 
solution (10 mM, pH 
7.4) containing 
acetonitrile (20% by 
volume)  

60 min Below  
4 ppm 

Fluoride-mediated 
desilylation process to 
produce iminocoumarin  

Zebrafish (head, 
abdomen, and tail 
parts)  

[38] 

BBTGA Fluorometric changes 
from colorless to green  

PBS (phosphate 
buffered saline) 
(DMSO 0.5%, pH = 
7.4)  

5 min n.d. Fluoride-mediated 
desilylation process  

KB human 
carcinoma cell 
lines  

[39] 

Probe 6 Fluorometric changes 
from blue to light blue  

THF  n.d. 2.01 ×  
10–10 M 

Binding of F- towards the 
Boron centre of Probe 6  

– [40] 

Probe 7 Fluorometric changes 
from blue to green and 
colorimetrically from 
colorless to yellow  

(9:1) ethanol-HEPES 
buffer (10 mM, pH = 
7.4) solution  

60 min n.d. Fluoride-mediated 
desilylation process and 
production of ammine 
derivative of Probe 7  

A549 (human 
lung carcinoma) 
cell line  

[41] 

BODIPY 4 Fluorometric changes 
from yellow to green and 
colorimetrically from 
orange to pink  

THF medium  n.d. n.d. Photoinduced electron 
transfer process from 
BODIPY to trivalent boron  

– [42] 

Probe 8 Fluorometric changes 
from colorless to red and 
colorimetrically from 
yellow to pink  

THF  5 min 60 nM (i.e. 
1.15 ppb) 

Fluoride-mediated 
desilylation process and 
production of resorufin  

HeLa cell line  [43] 

Probe 9 Fluorometric changes 
from colorless to blue  

THF  2 h n.d. Fluoride triggered Si-O bond 
cleavage and formation of a 
highly fluorescent coumarin 
through cyclization reaction  

– [31] 

TBPCA Fluorometric changes 
from colorless to blue 

HEPES buffer 
(water) 

4 h n.d. ICT mechanism and Si-O 
bond cleavage upon the 
attack of fluoride ion on the 
silyl ether moiety  

A549, human 
epithelial lung 
carcinoma cell  

[44] 

[1-DMAP]+ Fluorometric changes 
from light green to bright 
green 

CHCl3  n.d. n.d. bond cleavage of [1-
DMAP]+ and formation of 
brightly fluorescent 1–F  

– [45] 

 

[34]

[35]

[36]

[37]

[38]

[39]

[40]

[41]

[42]

[43]

[31]

[44]

[45]
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Probe 10 Colorimetric changes 
from colorless to pink  

Acetonitrile:water 
(7:3) (v/v) solutions 
buffered to pH = 2.5 
with 0.1 M 
potassium 
hydrogenphthalate 
and HCl acid  

n.d. n.d. – Commercial 
toothpaste  

[46] 

Probe 11 Colorimetric changes 
from colorless to yellow  

Acetonitrile n.d. n.d. The interaction of the 
thiourea-hydrogen atoms 
with the fluoride ion via 
hydrogen bonding  

– [47] 

Probe 13 Colorimetric changes 
from yellow to purple for 
Probe 13  

Dichloromethane and 
DMSO  

n.d. n.d. Hydrogen bonding between 
pyrrole NH groups of Probe 
12 and Probe 13 and F–  

– [48] 

Probe 14 Fluorometric changes 
from light blue to bright 
blue 

THF  n.d. n.d. Decrease in the degree of the 
through-space interaction 
between the anthryl groups 
by the structural change from 
tetrahedral Probe 14 to 
trigonal bipyramidal Probe 
14-F  

– [49] 

Probe 15 Fluorometric changes 
from light blue to bright 
blue  

DMSO  n.d. 0.38 ppm Structural change from 
tetrahedral Probe 15 to 
trigonal bipyramidal Probe 
15-F  

Tap water sample 
(College Station, 
TX) and bottled 
water (Evian, 
France)  

[50] 

Probe 16 
 

Probe 17 

Colorimetrically from 
yellow to brown  
Colorimetrically from 
purple to green 

Acetonitrile  5 min n.d. Si-O bond cleavage 
facilitated by fluoride anions 
will generate strong 
intramolecular charge 
transfer (ICT)  

(PMMA) films 
impregnated with 
Probe 16 and 
Probe 17  

[51] 

Probe 18 Fluorometric changes 
from light blue to bright 
blue  

CH2Cl2  n.d. n.d. Si-O bond cleavage reactions 
of Probe 18 and hydrogen 
bonding  

– [52] 

Probe 20 Fluorometric changes 
from colorless to red and 
colorimetrically from pale 
yellow to pink  

CH3CN/H2O (50:50, 
v/v), CH3CN  

3 min n.d. Fluoride-triggered Si-O bond 
cleavage that results in the 
formation of a highly 
fluorescent resorufin  

– [53] 

n.d. = not detected  

 
researchers, so far as fluoride ion detection and quantification
is concerned. Sahana & Dutta [54] had thoroughly discussed
the ratiometric approach in a recent critical review and hence,
this review is dedicated to t he discussion of the merits and
demerits of colourimetric and fluorometric sensors only.
Comparative study of the fluoride sensing Probes

Detection time: From the above table, it is evident that
Probe 20 is most efficient with a detection time of 3 min. A
close peer of Probe 20 is Probe 8 with a detection time of 5
min. Both these probes contain the resorufin moiety which is
principally responsible for a very quick detection of fluoride
ion. Similarly, BBTGA, Probe 16 and Probe 17 also possess
a quick detection time 5 min although Probe 16 and Probe 17
comprise of BODIPY moiety while BBTGA contain benzo-
thiazole as the active fluorophore. Hence, all these 5 probes
may be considered as equally effective so far as the detection
time is concerned and the choice for applicability of these probes
has to be determined by comparing the other parameters.

Detection limit: Among the studied sensors, Probe 6 has
a detection limit of 2.01 × 10-10 M of fluoride ion, while its
closest competitor is Probe 8 with a detection limit of 60 nM.
Rest of the probes have much lower detection limit typically
ranging in mirco-molar concentration of fluoride ion.

Water solubility: TBPCA is unique among all the probes
because of its functioning in aqueous medium (HEPES buffer).
The increased water solubility is due to the incorporation of

4-acetic acid group with methyl tagged coumarin. This side
chain not only increases the cell permeability of the active fluoro-
phore but also enhances its retaintivity of the fluorophore within
the cell because of the negatively charged carboxylate group,
thereby providing a better insight of the sensor mechanism of
association of the fluorophore with fluoride ion within the cell.

Probe 5 stands next to TBPCA for its applicability in
aqueous medium as its working solvent is found to be water:
acetonitrile (80:20, v/v) in HEPES buffer, while Probe 2 is
close to Probe 5 with its applicability in water:acetonitrile
(70:30, v/v) in HEPES buffer. It may be mentioned here that
with coumarin based fluorophores, the water solubility is found
to be increased and hence coumarin may be considered as the
fluorophore of choice for designing sensors that can work
effectively for water soluble fluoride samples.

However, there is no unique probe which can be singled
out as the best sensor for fluoride ion detection as each one of
them has some merits on one parameter, while the other has
better quality on a different parameter. For example, while
TBPCA is applicable in aqueous medium, Probe 20 has the
minimum detection time of 3 min and Probe 6 has the lowest
detection limit of 2.01 × 10–10 M of fluoride ion. It will be
intriguing for future researchers to design sensors for fluoride
ion detection with optimized value of all the parameters like
time of detection, detection limit vis-a-vis its applicability in
applicability in aqueous medium.

[46]

[47]

[48]

[49]

[50]

[51]

[52]

[53]
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Conclusion

This review article provides an overview of the many view-
points on the colorimetric and fluorescent sensors for the dete-
ction and measurement of fluoride ions among other competing
anions in water or other solvents as well as the research condu-
cted on their potential uses. Discussion regarding the working
solvent system, limit of detection, association constant, time
required for sensing, studies involving interference of other
anions, mechanism of sensing, sensing properties and their
applications in the real samples as well as biological samples.
Fluoride ions specific changes in the wavelength as observed
by naked eye and emission/fluorescence colour changes are
also thoroughly discussed. The principal mechanisms that have
been utilized for fluoride ion sensing namely silicon-oxygen
bond cleavage, formation of monomer boron-fluorine bond,
deprotonation of amide bond by means of strong H···F  hydrogen
bonding, silicon-fluorine bond formation and antimony-fluorine
bond formations are also extensively discussed. Strategic desig-
ning of the probes vis-a-vis their advantages and disadvantages
so far as the various parameters are concerned, with respect to
detection and identification of fluoride ion in water and bio-
logical samples have also been critically analyzed. The use of
chromophores like benzothiazoliumhemicyanine, naphthal-
imide, benzothiazole, benzoxadiazole, thiourea, rhodamine,
BODIPY, fluorescein, coumarine, resorufin, anthracene deriva-
tives possessing huge importance as colourimetric and fluore-
scent sensors, as well as disease-related study in cells have
been discussed in this review. A critical analysis of the probes
in view of their use in aqueous medium and possible ways to
improve their solubility in water or water-based medium have
also been discussed. It is hopeful that the concepts regarding
the principles of fluoride ion detection and explanations of
the observations that have been discussed in this review article
would further enhance the ability of future researchers to design
colourimetric and fluorescent probes for the qualitative and
quantitative determination of fluoride anion with increased
selectivity and to realize their mechanism of sensing, solvent
dependency, wavelength or colour changes as well as their
applications in therapeutic usage.
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